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 Contemporary Bengali film “Bhooter Bhabhishyat” (English: Future of the past or future 

of ghost), filled with hilarious one- liners and motely of characters, offers a compact story about 

the plight of ghosts in a postmodern world. The film may be considered as a manifesto of magic-

realism in the context of Bengali cinema and it became one of the biggest hits of 2012. The film 

has recently been remade in Hindi as “Gang of Ghosts”.  

 “Bhooter Bhabishyat”, apparently a ghost story, is meant to be a comic entertainer. The 

story is about a haunted house which is being pulled down and being replaced by swanky 

shopping mall. And the most interesting fact is that the ghosts who belong to a different era and 

different socioeconomic perspective, consider this house as their home (land). Thus, ghosts from 

several areas, practicing varied professions and belonging to different strata of society become 

the subject of the film. It is the palatial mansion of the dead Rai Bahadur, which becomes the 

present address for the bagful of ghosts. An interesting session is conducted to minutely select 

and accommodate the best of the ghosts. Seen from a post-colonial perspective, the Ghosts 

(Bhoots) of the ‘Chowdhury-House’ are the colonized people in an age of neo-liberalism. 

 The film ignores linear narration and smoothly juxtaposes discrete time & space within 

the frame work of the main plot. The khaddar clad narrator ‘Biplab da’ believes in revolution and 

is deeply bothered by the plight of the ghosts and goes on to justify their problems. He strongly 

reacts against the marginalization of ghosts and put things in a peculiar way: “Just because they 

do not cast votes, it does not mean that they have no say”. Set against the backdrop of 
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“Changing-kolkata”, the film presents the crisis of existence prevailing among the Ghosts and at 

the verge of disappearance these supernatural elements face several odds and finally put up a 

cultural- resistance against all-pervasive ‘promoters’ or real-estate sharks. However, the City of 

Joy, kolkata, has attained a pace under the postmodern conditions, and even the map of the city is 

fast changing in all terms. Just for the sake of urbanization the landscape of the city is getting 

changed every now and then. 

 “If there are no trees, no buildings? Then where will the ghosts stay?” 

 This very fundamental question pricks the conscience of the audience. However, the 

living humans spontaneously take up the ‘burden’ to eradicate ghosts from the society since they 

are ‘unable’ to create ‘fantasy’ or ‘fear’ any more among the people, especially children.  

 The film attempts to present a so-called classless society where the proletariats and 

bourgeois exist simultaneously. But, the fissures within the classless society can be well realized 

when Atmaram (the Bihari rickshaw puller) is harshly rebuked by Darpanarayan, the landlord, 

for going upstairs. Therefore, even the marginal ghost-society, creates a division between the 

upper-caste & lower-caste, and forms another margin-center relation in the margin of the bigger 

society problematizing the entire concept of center and margin.            

 Bhooter Bhabisyat in its true sense presents a global culture though there are some 

clashes between the local & global scenario. The Bengali sentiment flows throughout the film. 

The movie creates a tug of war between ‘East’ & ‘West’ Bengal's culture with a comical tone 

using the best possible satirical tongue. The age-old war of Chingri & Hilsa is also presented in a 

newer way.  

 The film presents an atmosphere of cosmopolitanism, where late Dwarpanarayan 

Chowdhury, at ease shares his emotion with Pablo, a representative of Gen-X. Hybridism of 

music is also an important aspect of the film owing to the fusion of Bengali folk-music with 

kawali & sufi and Tagore’s music fused with hard rock. Modification of the iconic Rabindra 

Sangeet ‘Ami Jabona Jabona Ghorey’ is a commendable effort to fit the comic situation of the 

film. The item song in the film is titillating and it sounds more literal than metaphorical when she 
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sings, ‘Mere Ang Ang mein Aag Lagayee De Sayyaan Beimaan’ as her husband actually set her 

ablaze in the past.   

 The so called ‘high-culture & ‘low-culture’ is finely blended with the narrative of the 

film. The director has structured the narrative beautifully using flashbacks of some of the ghosts 

in a snappy editing style. The imaginative scissors delivers the layered editing coherently. The 

creative editing makes the film snappy, dynamic and without any blank space. The 

cinematography is aesthetically brilliant, using different tones and textures for flashbacks and 

present.   

 The film sincerely develops an idea that art has a socio-political perspective. 

Contemporary politics is finely blended with the topsy-turvy political condition of 1970s Bengal 

against the milieu of Naxalite movement and thus the film captures a vast range starting from the 

encounter of a Naxal leader by state police to the mass movement of Singur-Nandigram but 

everything is presented in a unique serio-comic manner. Also the film tracks across the socio-

political history of India through its characters, starting from the Battle of Plassey (1757) through 

the Sepoy Mutiny (1857), the communal riots of East Bengal (1940's) to the Kargil war (1999).  

  The language of the film creates a puzzle before us. The movie starts in a satirical tone 

using jugglery of words, oxymoron and lots of irony. At times rhymed scheme of the dialogues 

reminds us Sukumar Roy’s poetic style. Though laughter runs throughout the film, notes of 

pathos may also be marked.   

 The aggressive drive of globalization has created a tremendous hollowness within the 

society. Owing to this globalization and consumer culture, even the ghosts suffer from utter 

rootlessness and social insecurity. Marks of diaspora can easily be traced amongst the ghost-

society in accordance with the societal changes. In an age of utter consumerism, nothing is safe 

in this mercantile society, not even the ghosts. However, cultural resistance may be seen as the 

only alternative since the ghosts put up a final resistance in their exclusive custom (though they 

have used social networking site as one of their weapons) to save the homeland from the hands 

of all pervasive real estate sharks.  


